Autumn has arrived in Wendy Wood with the Sunflowers needing their rain jackets on their trips. Not only does
autumn bring wetter weather, it also brings a change to the wood with the leaves falling from the trees and the animals
starting to prepare for their rest through the winter months.
With this in mind the Sunflowers thought it would be a good idea to make sure the bughouse had enough insulation to
keep everyone warm. They prepared piles of sticks, leaves and compost for animals to use to make warm cosy homes
for winter.
Whilst sifting through the fallen leaves, and discussing the vibrant colours, the Sunflowers were delighted to find a
bright green caterpillar. Annika was amazed by the bold colour and wanted to make sure everyone could see it for
themselves. Spiders, woodlice and crickets were also found in the leaves and under the logs. The Sunflowers showed
such care when looking at the insects, allowing them to be seen up close to notice their markings but also returning
them quickly to avoid upsetting them.
The fallen leaves also gave the Sunflowers an opportunity to see and compare different shapes, sizes and colours.
Hearing the crunch underfoot or feeling the damp leaves with their slimy texture was of particular interest.

The Sunflowers also received a letter from Scamp the squirrel, saying he needed help to find his lost acorns. All the
children wanted to help our friendly squirrel and started exploring the wood looking high and low and shuffling
around in piles of leaves looking for the acorns. Unfortunately, the only thing they could find for Scamp were
pinecones, so the Sunflowers thought they could make a nice new home for Scamp, which was placed in one of the
trees.
Next month we will be getting ready for Bonfire night, one of our favourite days at The Wendy House!

